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1 Million Copies Sold — ‘The Real Anthony Fauci’ — The book that launched a movement. BUY TODAY!

05/02/22 • COVID › NEWS

Judicial Watch today said documents obtained from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services show lipid

nanoparticles from Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine were found in the liver, ovaries and other organs 48 hours after

injection, and Johnson & Johnson vaccine particles were present in test animals months after injection.

By Judicial Watch

Miss a day, miss a lot. Subscribe to The Defender's Top News of the Day. It's free.

Judicial Watch today announced it received 466 pages of records from the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) regarding biodistribution studies and related data for the COVID-19
vaccines that show a key component of the vaccines developed by P!zer/BioNTech, lipid
nanoparticles (LNPs), were found outside the injection site, mainly the liver, adrenal glands, spleen
and ovaries of test animals, eight to 48 hours after injection.

P!zer/BioNTech’s mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccine relies on LNPs as a delivery system. P!zer said in a
Jan. 10, 2022 press release that Acuitas Therapeutics LNP technology is used in Comirnaty, the
P!zer/BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine.

Judicial Watch also received 663 pages of records from HHS regarding biodistribution studies and
related data for COVID-19 vaccines, which show that Johnson & Johnson relied on studies showing
that vaccine DNA particles and injected virus particles were still present in test animals months after
injection.

The records also show that Johnson & Johnson, as part of its submission to the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for approval of its COVID-19 vaccine, did not include studies of the spike protein
encoded in the J&J vaccine.

Biodistribution is a method of tracking wherein compounds of interest travel in an experimental
animal or human subject.

1 Million Copies Sold — ‘The Real Anthony Fauci’ — The book that
launched a movement. BUY TODAY!

Judicial Watch obtained the records in response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) lawsuit —
Judicial Watch v. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, No. 1:21-cv-02418 — !led after the
FDA, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the National Institute for Allergy and
Infectious Diseases failed to respond to a June 8, 2021, FOIA request for:

“[A]ccess to biodistribution studies and related data for the P!zer, Moderna, and Johnson &
Johnson vaccines used to treat and/or prevent SARS-CoV-2 and/or COVID-19.”

The P!zer records include a report, which was approved in February 2021, on the trials of the P!zer
COVID-19 vaccine in rat subjects.

In a section titled “Safety Pharmacology,” the report notes, “No safety pharmacology studies were
conducted with BNT162b2 [the BioNTech vaccine] as they are not considered necessary for the
development of vaccines according to the [World Health Organization] WHO guideline (WHO, 2005).”

Similarly, under “Pharmacodynamic Drug Interactions,” is this statement: “Nonclinical studies
evaluating pharmacodynamic drug interactions with BNT162b2 were not conducted as they are
generally not considered necessary to support development and licensure of vaccine products for
infectious diseases (WHO, 2005).”

This P!zer report notes that when lipid nanoparticles (LNPs) “with a comparable composition,” to that
used in the P!zer COVID vaccine were injected into rats, “Total recovery (% of injected dose) of LNP
outside the injection site was greatest in the liver and was much less in the spleen, adrenal glands,
and ovaries” … “in summary” … “the LNP distributes to the liver.”

In the detailed analysis, the report states:

“Over 48 hours, the LNP distributed mainly to liver, adrenal glands, spleen and ovaries, with
maximum concentrations observed at 8-48 hours post-dose.

“Total recovery (% of injected dose) of LNP, for combined male and female animals, outside of
the injection site was greatest in the liver (up to 18%) …”

This same P!zer/BioNTech study notes, “No genotoxicity studies are planned for BNT162b2 as the
components of the vaccine constructs are lipids and RNA and are not expected to have genotoxic
potential (WHO, 2005).”

Similarly, the report states, “Carcinogenicity studies with BNT162b2 have not been conducted as the
components of the vaccine construct are lipids and RNA and are not expected to have carcinogenic or
tumorigenic potential.”

The conclusion of the study begins: “The nonclinical program demonstrates that BNT162b2 is
immunogenic in mice, rats, and nonhuman primates, and the toxicity studies support the licensure of
this vaccine.”

The report notes that “boost immunizations” were also being tested on the animals in the trial, and
that: “Vaccine-related microscopic !ndings at the end of dosing for BNT162b2 were evident in
injection sites and surrounding tissues, in the draining iliac lymph nodes, bone marrow, spleen, and
liver.”

Also included in the P!zer records is a report, approved in January 2021, titled “Pharmacokinetics
Tabulated Summary.”

A table in the report shows the LPNs containing mRNA used in the vaccine using rats as the clinical
trial subjects accumulating after 48 hours, especially in the lymph nodes, ovaries, small intestine and
spleen.

A summary of a study, approved in November 2020, of LNP mRNA distribution in rats, sponsored by
Acuitas Therapeutics, notes that the concentrations of the LNP mRNA saw “levels peaking in the
plasma by 1-4 hours post-dose and distribution mainly into liver, adrenal glands, spleen and ovaries
over 48 hours.”

Total recovery of radioactivity outside of the injection site was greatest in the liver, with much lower
total recovery in spleen, and very little recovery in adrenal glands and ovaries.

The mean plasma, blood and tissue concentrations and tissue distribution patterns were broadly
similar between the sexes and … did not associate with red blood cells, according to the study.

A September 2020 “Con!dential” appendix to the clinical trial studies submitted for the
P!zer/BioNTech COVID vaccine (BNT162b2), titled “Justi!cation for the absence of studies in CTD
Module 4 (part of 2.4),” notes under “Safety Pharmacology” that “No safety pharmacology studies
were conducted as they are not considered necessary according to the WHO guideline (WHO, 2005).”

And under “Pharmacodynamic Drug Interactions,” is written: “Nonclinical studies evaluating
pharmacodynamic drug interactions were not conducted as they are not generally considered
necessary to support development and licensure of vaccine products for infectious diseases (WHO,
2005).”

Under the heading “Genotoxicity,” the appendix states: “No genotoxicity studies are planned for
BNT162b2 as the components of the vaccine constructs are lipids and RNA that are not expected to
have genotoxic potential (WHO, 2005).”

Regarding “Carcinogenicity (including supportive toxicokinetics evaluations)” the appendix states:

“Carcinogenicity studies with BNT162b2 have not been conducted as the components of the
vaccine constructs are lipids and RNA that are not expected to have carcinogenic or tumorigenic
potential.

“Carcinogenicity testing is generally not considered necessary to support the development and
licensure of vaccine products for infectious diseases (WHO, 2005).”

In a “Con!dential” P!zer study, approved in April 2020, looking at four COVID-19 vaccine variants, the
company tested a vaccine with an RNA strand “that self-ampli!es upon entering the cell.” It “encodes
the Venezuelan equine encephalitis (VEE) virus RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP or replicase).”

In the same P!zer study, the authors note, “Although liver function tests will be carefully monitored
during the clinical development of these vaccines, BioNTech’s prior clinical experience indicates that
the distribution to the liver does not pose a safety concern.”

Also, the P!zer study authors note, “Based on previous nonclinical and clinical experience with the
three RNA platforms, a bene!cial safety pro!le is anticipated, and may include transient local
reactions (such as swelling/edema or redness) and body temperature increases.”

The Johnson & Johnson records include a 2007 study of the biodistribution of an intramuscular-
administered adenovector-based viral vaccine using New Zealand white rabbits, which showed that
the vaccine accumulated in “the spleen, iliac lymph node, and the muscle at the site of injection.”

It's Time to Follow the Science. Join our Campaign!

A biodistribution table included as an appendix to the 2007 rabbit study showed that the vaccine DNA
particles were still present in the iliac lymph nodes 91 days after injection.

A chart of pharmacokinetics data from a November 2020 report of a study on “VAC31518 JNJ-
78436735” (the Johnson & Johnson vaccine) on rabbits shows collection of the injected virus particles
in the spleen and iliac lymph nodes up to three months later, as well as particles found in the skin
and muscle at the injection site.

In a Nov. 4, 2020, report submitted to the FDA regarding the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine,
the authors discuss the 2007 New Zealand rabbit study in which adenovirus-vectored vaccine was
trialed. However, they note, “No pharmacokinetic or biodistribution studies have been conducted
with AD26.COV2.S speci!cally.”

The report notes that metabolism, excretion and pharmacokinetic interactions with other drugs were
not studied in this trial because they are “not applicable to vaccines.”

The report also noted that “biodistribution studies have not been conducted with Ad26.COV2.S.”

A table in the report shows the vaccine virus continued to appear in the rabbits’ iliac lymph nodes 180
days after injection.

A June 2020 “Pharmacokinetics Written Summary” for the Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccines
notes that:

“Ad26COVS1 (also known as VAC31518 or JNJ-78436735) is a monovalent, recombinant
replication-incompetent adenovirus type 26 (Ad26) vectored vaccine encoding a severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) Spike protein…. No speci!c pharmacokinetic
studies have been performed with Ad26COVS1.

“However, to assess distribution, persistence, and clearance of the Ad26 vector (platform),
biodistribution studies were conducted in rabbits using two other Ad26-based vaccines encoding
[redacted] and [redacted] antigens…. [T]he available biodistribution results are considered
su"cient to inform on the biodistribution pro!le of Ad26COVS1, for which the same Ad26 vector
backbone is used.”

“These documents show why many Americans have concerns about whether the novel COVID
vaccines that were developed at such an accelerated pace were tested properly and thoroughly,” said
Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton.
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Maxwell • a month ago

• Reply •

Oops- we're sorry.

The toxic crap that we bamboozled, forced and/or coerced you into getting will freely circulate throughout your
biological systems causing all sorts of- well we really don't know what, where or how- damage for an undetermined
length of time.

This poisonous garbage may also cause all sorts of other 'things' to crop up in a way that we really don't
understand (or care about) and this could happen in a variety of ways at any given time. But don't worry we're
working on some nasal spray thingie that will help whatever problems may arise and BTW we're also already
working on a super-duper micro implant PermaPill™ for any issues that may (will) arise from that nasal spray
thingie.

- Ministry of Health, Inc.
 45△ ▽

MultiChubby1  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Maxwell

Exactly.
 7△ ▽

SuziAlkamyst  • 17 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Maxwell

Yup! That about sums it up!
△ ▽

Stephanie Campion • a month ago

• Reply •

And we wonder if there is a connection with the surge of children experiencing liver failure around our most highly
vaccinated countries ( USA, UK, ISREAL) when it clrealy states that there is build of of particles in the liver....
Absolutely 100% not tested thoroughly.

 38△ ▽

bjo59  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Stephanie Campion

I can foresee a totally dystopian future in which we are all compelled (by the WHO after UN signatory
countries pass over national public healthy policy decisions to that global private agency) to accept injection
with any number of untested solutions. Never-ending profits for Big Pharma shareholders (for instance
BlackRock and the Vanguard Group) and injury, illness, and/or death for the rest of us. Corporate
totalitarianism will be cold and ruthless in a way that no national form of totalitarianism has never achieved.

 20△ ▽

Dana Wilkes  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

All these leaders from the past must be smiling from the grave. Mao, Stalin, Goebbels, maybe even
Hitler. Propaganda (public relations) at its finest!

 12△ ▽

Tron  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Dana Wilkes

And Obama and Soros and Bezos and Gates grinning ear-to-ear now.
 13△ ▽

kay  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> Tron

Part of their sentence can include injections with their own concoctions and careful
observation of outcomes - later, an autopsy can be done to further evaluate the efficacy of
the "vaccines".
 2△ ▽

kay  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

Except we can say no and do what is necessary to make it clear
 4△ ▽

Clarity  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> kay

We can co-create the regenerative truth in living well, together! Fucq their narrative and plans.
 2△ ▽

graham321  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

I really don't think it's to do with profits. These guys are all billionaires anyway, they have more than
they could ever spend in 10 lifetimes. For the real reason why this is happening, look no further than
The Georgia Guidestones.
 1△ ▽

SuziAlkamyst  • 17 days ago

• Reply •

> graham321

That and the fact that they are all mentally ill...psychopathic , narcistic, sociopaths!!! What on
earth did their parents and teachers do to them?!
 1△ ▽

SuziAlkamyst  • 17 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

Please, as imagination ALWAYS comes before the reality when it comes to us humans...won't you
rather 'foresee' them failing miserably!...Energy flows where attention goes!!!

△ ▽

TeaTown Cowboy  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Stephanie Campion

Have spoken to a few medical professionals who are saying there are already younger adults trying to have
children who are likely sterile. We'll know more for sure here shortly....sadly!

 19△ ▽

Fretters  • 25 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> TeaTown Cowboy

I was very worried about biodistribution, but know of three fully vaccinated people who have fallen
pregnant fairly soon after being (at least) double-jabbed - not that this means that it isn't impacting
the fertility of some of course, but I'm relieved that it's not ALL of them!
 3△ ▽

orangputeh  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Fretters

Some babies born to vaccinated mothers have died after drinking their milk. So, getting
pregnant doesn't mean that the woman and baby are safe.
 6△ ▽

kay  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> Fretters

There are many miscarriages reported and infants born with health problems - we shall see.
 4△ ▽

Gin A.  • 24 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Fretters

I understand that it’s the fertility of the children being born to the vaxxed parents that will be
affected. Diabolical...that way big pharma thinks no one will put two and two together when
the kids aren’t able to have children because they’re sterile..
 3△ ▽

akamsroberts  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Fretters

I'm only guessing of course, but I'm just wondering if some being able to get pregnant hasn't
occurred simply because the toxins haven't had time to build up in the ovaries and testis. At
least that is my understanding, hence why they won't relate it all back to the vax and can and
will get by without ever being held accountable.
 3△ ▽

Brent Rice  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Fretters

Monsters are already being born. Nurse have quit due to the horrors they've seen.
 2△ ▽

antony hay  • 23 days ago

• Reply •

> Brent Rice

Please share evidence.
 5△ ▽

Vassiliki  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> Fretters

I have a cousin who is a RN and works in the NICU in DE. She has seen a big rise of
newborns that are having heart attacks and blood clots in the umbilical cord (both extremely
rare). Mothers have been jabbed.
 1△ ▽

SuziAlkamyst  • 17 days ago

• Reply •

> Fretters

Probably depends which batch of jabs theirs were from, as according to some research, the
batches vary wildly, some of them containing only saline solution, others found with some
pathogen or another, others with Glyphosate (obviously necessary in a vaccine), still others
with nano particles of Graphine oxide and so on...sort of Russian roulette, but one can't
blame the Russians this time.
△ ▽

Lisa  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Stephanie Campion

....and a surge in hepatitis?
 1△ ▽

Cayman • a month ago

• Reply •
Does anyone think that Fauci should be held responsible?

 26△ ▽

DJ  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Cayman

Have you read The Real Anthony Fauci, by Robert Kennedy, Jr.? I'd say that if Fauci's present behavior is
anything like his past behavior, then yes, he should be heald responsible; but, so should Bill Gates, and a
whole bunch of other shady characters.

 19△ ▽

ME MCC  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> DJ

Especially Gates - the CDC is funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates right after funding from the
government. Also listed in the donors is the GAVI Alliance - also founded and funded by Bill and
Melinda Gates. Gates wants 70% of the world to be reduced regarding population. See a trend?
WHY aren't these people being stopped is my question. Why? Money won't mean anything if the
dollar crashes or people have their families dying off. There is also the problem of there being no
honor among thieves - you can see this in the form of doctors and scientists who speak out (and
politicians) disappearing of being suddenly "found dead" or going out of the public eye. I suspect
that Biden is on his way out because he let the cat out of the bag - around the SAME TIME as he
said it was a New World Order issue, the Hunter laptop took top billing. Coincidence? I think not.
 4△ ▽

Clarity  • 20 days ago

see more

• Reply •

> DJ

Every page is so painful to read, but necessary for me to be informed, so I am reading it, and
carrying it with me, everywhere: leaving it clearly visible on the dashboard of my car, standing in my
bike basket, and on top of groceries in my shopping cart, and anywhere else I go, on cafe tables
where I loiter, linger, sip hot frothy beverages and knit and read for hours, and especially on the table
at my Mother, Sally Kellerman's Beltane (May 1, 2022, Sunday) Memorial, with Frank Gehry, the
coolest Architect, speaking, actress Dyan Cannon going on and on in loving prose, and Diane Lane
and Burt Bacharach loving Sally, and

 2△ ▽

Siglund  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Cayman

I think he should be arrested, charged, tried, and convicted for pushing a poorly-tested experimental gene-
tech mystery-potion injection on the general public, but especially on children who are barely affected by
the disease if at all.

Dr. Josef Mengele escaped from Germany to South America after WWII and was never held accountable for
his evil experimentation on children.

I do not think we should allow "doctor" Fauci to escape justice as Mengele did.

After conviction, Fauci should be sentenced to hang!

We have not had any good hangings for many years. It's time to get the ball rolling again! Criminals need to
face consequences for their crimes! Put a fence around DC, and tell 'em all to take a number!

It's called "deterrence".
 14△ ▽

kay  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> Siglund

He will need to be injected and boosted a few times first.
 3△ ▽

ME MCC  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> kay

This gets my vote. What's good for the goose...
 3△ ▽

Robin K  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Siglund

I'm all for the FRY Chair!
 1△ ▽

BH387  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Siglund

Right, but I think lethal injection leading to a slow, and painful death would be more appropriate.
△ ▽

orangputeh  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> BH387

How about giving Fauci an injection of his own 'vaccine'? He should be in prison and suffer
the same as millions of others who have taken The Jab. He should be given ALL the
boosters. 
I saw a video of Fauci, the day after having 'gotten his Jab', telling about the soreness that he
still feels. He puts up one arm on the 'sore site'. The problem with that scenario is that a
photo of Fauci is shown with him receiving The Jab in the other arm.
 4△ ▽

Clarity  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> orangputeh

The deception is so consistent, as evil operates: lies, inversion, deception; avoid the
degenerative patterns.
 1△ ▽

TeaTown Cowboy  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Cayman

Well, I'm of the opinion he's not just a traitor to Americans, and what does that get one usually?, but to all of
humanity. The clown is a snake oil salesman. Hard to believe the average person doesn't cringe when they
hear him speak. He WILL be exposed to the masses one day.
 8△ ▽

tag  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Cayman

One of many.
 5△ ▽

Clarity  • 20 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Cayman

100% yes, Fauci murdered my mother - plain as day. Fauci deserves to be removed from harming people,
retired, etc....Let the grieving decide; no more Fowl-chi, no more Fauci murders.
 1△ ▽

Tron  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Cayman

Fraud-See is the textbook definition of a meglomaniac.
 1△ ▽

SuziAlkamyst  • 17 days ago

• Reply •

> Cayman

And many others, including those who know they're doing wrong but think their jobs more valuable than
others lives.
△ ▽

Sharon Scott  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Cayman

Fauci Birx & others made an agreement to quit if any of their group was fired by Trump. T learned this from
Dr Atlas who acted as spy in his task force group
△ ▽

Claudia • a month ago

• Reply •

+Requiem to the departed post-"vaccinated" people who put their welfare in the hands of "scientists." Government
has no business mandating anything concerning medicine.

 23△ ▽

Siglund  • a month ago • edited

• Reply •

> Claudia

A middle-aged member of my family, dead just a few days after taking the second shot. Heart failure. March
2021. Pure coincidence, of course. Natural causes...

And "doctor" Fauci just keeps on smirking and making money from his lucrative deals with Pig Pharma,
University researchers, and "captured" government agencies that were originally created to protect
American citizens, but have sold us out instead.

 17△ ▽

Mickie  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Siglund

So sorry for the loss of your middle-aged family member. RIP
 6△ ▽

Clarity  • 20 days ago

• Reply •

> Siglund

Siglund ~ 
I am so sorry. You deserve better. I am sorry you lost family to this sickness PlanDemic-nonsense,
deadly nonsense.
 1△ ▽

TeaTown Cowboy  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Claudia

You misspelled $$$cienti$t$ cause they were very much exposed, to which I'm grateful. Meanwhile the
masses are still clinging to every word from that snake in the grass, THE FRAUDci.

 10△ ▽

Trump Fan • a month ago

• Reply •

This is Frankenstein stuff. Do not comply to this wholly untested, dangerous poison. The only success related to
this debacle is how rich it made the drug company executives, board members, and politicians who went along
with this. Thank you Tom Fitton and keep the pressure coming!

 19△ ▽
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We welcome relevant and respectful comments. Off-topic comments may be removed.
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What Pfizer, J&J COVID Vaccine Animal Trials
Reveal About Shots’ Potential Impact on Major
Organs
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bjo59  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Trump Fan

I just looked up the top shareholders for Pfizer and, unsurprisingly, BlackRock and the Vanguard Group are
among the top three. Absolutely dystopian future for us all.

 10△ ▽

Dana Wilkes  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

BlackRock and the Vanguard Group own a portion of almost all of the known big businesses in the
World!
 5△ ▽

Maxwell  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

Do you have a link to that list of top shareholders?
 1△ ▽

orangputeh  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

Unfortunately for me, I recently found out that my "vaccinated" financial advisor has me invested in
BlackRock and Vanguard. I don't know how to tell him that I want nothing to do with either of those
rotten companies. 
Listen to this movie and it tells exactly how evil BackRock and Vanguard are. 
...........

Rumble — This brilliant documentary by Tim Gielen reveals how a small group of super rich
criminals have been buying virtually everything on earth, until they own it all. From media, health
care, travel, food industry, governments... That allows them to control the whole world. Because of
this they are trying to impose the New World Order.

Bill Gates, Klaus Schwab, George Soros, ...

The Gates Foundation is the largest funder of the World Health Organization

16 pharmaceutical companies and the Gates Foundation to scale up manufacturing of Covid-19
vaccines
About 90% of the international media is owned by nine media conglomerates

MONOPOLY - Who owns the world? 
https://rumble.com/vn7lf5-m...
△ ▽

Robin K  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> orangputeh

Gates, through Cascade Investors (where Gates' investments are held) owns most the
farmland in America now. Sure would like to know WHY? Guess we'll know soon enough.
 1△ ▽

Venus  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> Robin K

I think we know why. We just don't want to see it. That man needs to be arrested along with
his partner, Fauci.
△ ▽

Venus  • 9 days ago

• Reply •

> orangputeh

What do you mean you don't know how to tell him? Simple: "Sell that garbage. I want no part
in it."
△ ▽

Dana Wilkes  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Trump Fan

Dr. Fauci would make Dr. Mengele proud!
 5△ ▽

Leslie N • a month ago

• Reply •

In all of these animal trials, none of the shots were tested for safety because they weren't required by the WHO.
Well, why the hell not? Just make a so called 'vaccine' and WHO the hell cares if it's safe or not. And they 'don't
expect' it to be toxic. Based upon what? It's obvious that these shots travel throughout the body based upon the
biodistribution studies yet they aren't concerned whether they are safe. So when your government says 'they are
safe and effective', they are CLEARLY lying because there's NO PROOF of safety. Doesn't this new evidence make
it crystal clear of the blatant lies that have been pushed upon the citizens of the world. With all this evidence
exposed about the false promise of safety of any vaccine, lawmakers need to reverse the laws that make people
human guinea pigs just for the profit of pharma and the govt.

 14△ ▽

CastleConnell  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Leslie N

Bill Gates is one of the biggest donors to the WHO, who bend to his will which is a machine. It is history
repeating in modern dress.
 8△ ▽

bjo59  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Leslie N

It shouldn't matter what the WHO requires - the WHO is simply a private UN agency that follows Bill Gates
directives because, through three entities, he is the largest funder (himself, the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, and GAVI). What scares me is that, apparently, at least some UN signatory countries are now
working on handing over national public health policy decisions as they relate to global "health crises" to the
WHO. This is basically national governments handing over global public health policy decisions to Big
Pharma. Just so unbelievable.
 7△ ▽

TeaTown Cowboy  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Leslie N

It's serving its intended purpose. This was very much a test/rehearsal for something greater and we
failed....MI$ERABLY!

 4△ ▽

ME MCC • a month ago

• Reply •

This is EXACTLY why we need to watch and STOP the WHO TREATY on May 22nd!!! If they are in charge, the "little
people" are doomed.

 14△ ▽

bjo59  • a month ago

• Reply •

> ME MCC

I remember imagining well over 20 years ago that signatory nations would eventually hand over all policy
decisions to UN agencies and the role of the nation-state would be reduced to policing populations by way
of the police, the military, and the intelligence agencies. I didn't think this would get seriously underway so
quickly... Never thought I'd be happy to be as old as I am (62) but, even more so, never thought I'd find
myself wishing I was older, much older!

 10△ ▽

Beatrice  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

Same here. I realized after 911 that it was end of all freedoms and the beginning of control-
beginning with using our healthcare system as a tracking or surveillance system. It was so obvious to
me how our government was using terror and fear and psychotropic medications to control the
masses. I am 61 and dread living through this nightmare today and sadly, hope that I won't be here
much longer.
 5△ ▽

Michele Eri  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

I say that OFTEN! What has happened in the last 1 1/2 is UNPRECEDENTED, and unbelievable! As
they overthrew our government ( 2020 stolen election) 
And turned us into a COMMUNIST DICTATORSHIP! They are working on squashing our FREE
SPEECH, our health is THEIR DECISION NOW! Soon we will have NO FOOD, keeping our homes
cool or heated will be a Luxury only the WEALTHY will afford! I don’t think people UNDERSTAND
How BAD THINGS REALLY ARE! We are DOOMED! And YES, IM GLAD IM OLD!! Wish I was OLDER
 2△ ▽

Al Dalton  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> bjo59

Yes i agree with what you say & even at 76 years i wished that i had been born sooner.Maybe the
Melanoma i have will reduce the time i have left but my health is looking good at the present time so
who knows what's in store for me. I pity the young but just how many are interested in what's
happening across the entire globe?
 1△ ▽

Michele Eri  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Al Dalton

Just get the VACCINE, that’s pretty much guaranteed to shorten your life!
△ ▽

FED-UP with it all  • a month ago

• Reply •

> ME MCC

 5△ ▽

ME MCC  • 17 hours ago

• Reply •

> FED-UP with it all

I contacted both congress house members. One told me that they hadn't been asked about their
opinions...Hyde-Smith. The other, Wicker, said that there needs to be a reporting system in place and
that we weren't obligated to go by whatever suggestions they come up with it since we were an
independent republic. He's delusional...and dangerous at that point. He also has voted with the
Dems to finance bills so I'll just say RINO.
 1△ ▽

Kim from Brooklyn • 25 days ago • edited

• Reply •

They know this "vaccine" goes into the bloodstream. They know it is killing hundreds of thousands and
permanently harming many more. They know it does not stop the "virus" from spreading or prevent infection in the
first place. They know millions that have NOT taken the "vaccine" are alive and well. They know they mishandled
the pandemic from day one. They know lockdowns were more dangerous then the virus. They knew they had a
"vaccine" BEFORE the "virus".

There are a lot of things they knew, and looking back retrospectively, we now do too.

Based on this information, why do some remain faithful to these con men? Psyc ops. We are being strung along
like puppets being hung upside down and shaken around to get us even more confused. That is what abusers do.
They first attack your psyche then your life.

 10△ ▽

TeaTown Cowboy • a month ago • edited

• Reply •

And people will easily dismiss this as disinfo cause that's what the teLIEvision will tell them.

 10△ ▽

CastleConnell • a month ago

• Reply •

So they guessed that everything 'should' be okay with novel self replicating RNA injections, because traditional
vaccines seem to be. They risked the health of 5 billion already, its a Mao Zedong style travesty.
 9△ ▽

Bobby English • a month ago

• Reply •

COVID FEAR PROPAGANDA, WAS THE MEANS OF PUSHING THE EUGENIC VACCINES!
It's written in stone:
The Georgia Guidestones. Purposely placed in nature’s grasp, undisturbed by city life, this massive monument has
an alarming message to convey to the world. Although the message is a beautiful ideal, tracing its roots back to the
concept of a Utopia, it also entails sinister prospects for the future of humanity.

The message is considered as the new 10 commandments for an age governed by reason. They read as follows:

01 – Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.

02 – Guide reproduction wisely – improving fitness and diversity.

03 – Unite humanity with a living new language.

04 – Rule passion – faith – tradition – and all things with tempered reason.

05 – Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.

06 – Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.

07 – Avoid petty laws and useless officials.

08 – Balance personal rights with social duties.

09 – Prize truth – beauty – love – seeking harmony with the infinite.

10 – Be not a cancer on the earth – Leave room for nature.
 8△ ▽

TeaTown Cowboy  • a month ago • edited

• Reply •

> Bobby English

From the Georgia Guidestones, image posted above, in reply to Leslie N....if my post is approved.
 1△ ▽

GrouchyMathGrad  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Bobby English

These were anonymously placed. I wouldn't worry about what they say, as it was probably placed by a rich
eccentric. Actually it all sounds pretty good to me except for the problem of that 500 million population
target and no method stated of how to reach it.

What we need to worry about is what the World Economic Forum says "You will own nothing and be
happy", and of course we need to worry about what other powerful groups are trying to do without saying it.

Clearly the WEF is much more interested in the "You will own nothing" part than the "...and be happy" part.
But thankfully Justin Trudeau (a WEF "young leader" alumnus) tipped his hand by freezing the trucker
convoys bank accounts and trying to seize them. Then a couple weeks later the announcement of digital
currency...oops.
△ ▽

Tron  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Bobby English

Rule 7 will never be followed, so there's that.
△ ▽

JacqueOss51 • a month ago

• Reply •
Hubris will be the leading cause of death this century.
 4△ ▽

Nod • a month ago

• Reply •

Mr. Global, you sure do have control of everything doncha.

Money = debt = slavery.

""Until the control of the issue of currency and credit is restored to government and recognized as its most
conspicuous and sacred responsibility, all talks of the sovereignty of Parliament and of democracy is idle and
futile... Once a nation parts with the control of its credit, it matters not who makes the laws....Usury once in control
will wreck the nation.""
William Lyon MacKenzie King, former Prime Minister of Canada
 4△ ▽

Voyt Regnal • 25 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Medical document: Coronavirus messenger RNA creates permanent changes in the human genetic code:
https://drtrozzi.org/2022/0...

https://www.pnas.org/doi/10...

Re: Acuitas Therapeutic: I do not see any proof that Pierre Trudeau Foundation does not have any stake in it.
Believe it or not:
https://www.thelondoner.ca/...
 3△ ▽

Joe Kosugi  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Voyt Regnal

Yes; via Reverse transcription; the genetic code from the clot shots can be written into the human genome.
 3△ ▽

Jan • a month ago

• Reply •
We need a Nuremberg Trial but who is going to hold these criminals accountable for their crime?
 3△ ▽

T. Mohr • a month ago

• Reply •

If the "cancer" that created this supposed pandemic is not cut from the body of our Political/Healthcare system and
removed for good, we will all surely perish in another of their devious debacles.
 3△ ▽

ashaparis • a month ago

• Reply •

Yes. Did not conduct adequate studies. Alot of things being sold on market today have not been studied for the
long term. Like IMPLANTS AND LASER EYE SURGERY. They couldn't know because the product t hasn't been on
market long enough. Like laser to make vision OK. Heard you can get "SCARS" ALSO. IMPLANTS CAN CAUSE
PAIN. A FRIEND OF MINE SAID HIS SISTER SUFFERED PAIN. HAD THEM REMOVED. SO........DENTAL
IMPLANTS.
 3△ ▽

CastleConnell  • a month ago

• Reply •

> ashaparis

I did a ton of research before getting an implant. The titanium is an alloy and can seep into the blood
stream. I paid a fortune for the zirconia one which is relatively new. The zirconia does emit radiation, around
the same amount as milk. I was really annoyed with the 'holistic dentist' because he wanted me to order the
crown from his office where they make them (not zirconia), his profit margin would be much greater, whereas
the zirconia crown had to be ordered elsewhere and he wouldn't make nearly as much money. I insisted on
the zirconia crown. I researched the material in his crowns, I read peer reviewed science papers which
explained that microscopic particles did enter the body over time from the abrasive action of eating, and I
had to explain this, he didn't know or didn't think any patient would bother to find out. Also, titanium
implants can cause the bone around them to 'melt' or dissolve. This happened to a friend of mine after 10
years or so, despite the fact that almost every dentist says they are perfectly safe. There is so much
scientists and doctors do not know yet about the human body, and they should admit it.
 2△ ▽

TeaTown Cowboy  • a month ago

• Reply •

> ashaparis

"...FDA is funded primarily by the drug companies, and now collects about $2.6 billion dollars annually from
industry. Not surprisingly, the approval rate for drugs is 96%." --- from COVID OPERATION: What
Happened, Why It Happened, and What's Next by Pamela A. Popper & Shane D. Prier

96%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 1△ ▽

Brent Rice • 25 days ago

• Reply •

The did not mention pseudoephedrine, a component in the vax that immortalizes the spike protein by protecting it
from attack & breakdown by the immune system.
 2△ ▽

Python Lee Jaakson • a month ago

• Reply •
ALL experimentation should be done on humans..LEAVE THE ANIMALS ALONE!!
 2△ ▽

Christine Zois  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Python Lee Jaakson

I nominate Fauci and Gates to step up for the sake of humanity.
 2△ ▽

Siglund  • a month ago • edited

• Reply •

> Python Lee Jaakson

Don't worry! It is! We are!
 2△ ▽

TeaTown Cowboy  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Python Lee Jaakson

Dr Gate$ loves you!
 1△ ▽

Joseph Leslie  • a month ago

• Reply •

> Python Lee Jaakson

Criminals on Death Row for murder owe a debt to society! If they were offered participation in medical
research, and if surviving the experiment, their sentence is changed to life in prison with no chance for
parole, they could pay part of their debt to society!
△ ▽

Clarity • 20 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Actress/Singer SALLY KELLERMAN - my mother - was murdered at age 84, a by ph-eyes-errrr. And, Fowl-chi.
==>>> Fauci: She had c-flu, recovered, at age 83. I demanded she not be given the death shots. She was shot
2/01/2021, and 2/21/2021 ---->>>> dead 2/24/2022, as nano-razors work quickly in athletes, rushing blood and
cutting faster, than my mother who was in a wheelchair the whole year; stagnant, slow-moving blood, less
detection of death by democidal-by-design-jab-stabbing. Aloha, Claire
 1△ ▽

Richard • 20 days ago

• Reply •

I have to laugh at the trust people place in experimental rushed to market drugs manufactured by 4 companies who
IN JUST THE LAST TEN YEARS ALONE together have paid out over 35 BILLION DOLLARS IN FINES FOR FRAUD,
MALFEASANCE, LYING TO THE PUBLIC, CONTAMINATED SUPPLIES AND FACILITIES, DEADLY PRODUCT
RECALLS, ETC, ETC. You have to be a special kind of stupid to trust this kind of criminality AND THEY’VE
BOUGHT THEMSELVES ZERO LIABILITY FOR INJURY FROM CONGRESS AND BLANKET APPROVAL FROM THE
FDA.
 1△ ▽

ME MCC • 20 days ago

• Reply •

This makes the WHO completely complicit with what is happening to people who took this deadly "vaccine," for
which they had to change the total definition of vaccine. If they were used as the scapegoat, then they are
responsible.
 1△ ▽

Ligulara • 25 days ago • edited

• Reply •

The Nuremberg trials (1945-49), prosecuted groups of people for crimes against humanity. History only talked
about some of the worst of the worst, who were hung or killed by firing squad. Groups included judges, nurses,
guards, secretaries, lower level doctors, anyone known to have assisted the German Nazi regime, were also
prosecuted. Forward to 2022, those who think they will NEVER be prosecuted or sued for administering or
recommending the COVID vaccines, i.e. nurses, had better think again.
 1△ ▽

Gary Brown • 25 days ago

• Reply •

Apr 22, 2022 COVID UPDATE: What is the truth?

The COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most manipulated infectious disease events in history, characterized by
official lies in an unending stream lead by government bureaucracies, medical associations, medical boards, the
media, and international agencies.

https://surgicalneurologyin...
 1△ ▽

BH387 • 25 days ago

• Reply •

The trials, such as they were, evidently were simply for show. Tell people the shots are thoroughly tested, and
enough wishful thinkers are going to believe. It's a tried and true formula, just appeal to cemented beliefs (in this
case, that anything called a vaccine must be good), and off you go.
 1△ ▽

Valent Hudec • 25 days ago

• Reply •
Je to pekné svinstvo čo títo gauneri poslali do sveta !
 1△ ▽

Gary Brown  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Valent Hudec

English translation,” It's nice crap these crooks sent into the world!”
 1△ ▽

Joseph Leslie • a month ago

• Reply •

Let's face it, some vaccine recipients will have adverse reactions to vaccines! COVID19 has a very high fatality rate!
Unless we customize vaccines for each individual's body chemistry, there are going to be adverse reactions! My
son is deathly allergic to peanuts! He carries an EPI PEN with him at all times. Would my son's reaction to peanut
butter justify completely manning the manufacture of peanut butter or making it illegal to grow peanuts?
 1△  ▽ 1

TRexLives  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Joseph Leslie

Is someone forcing your son to eat peanut butter?
 3△ ▽

HuskieFan  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Joseph Leslie

covid 19 has a very low mortality rate. It is essentially zero in young people & children. Over 70 with co
morbidities it is still 2% or so.
 2△ ▽

Joe Kosugi  • 25 days ago

• Reply •

> Joseph Leslie

Covid 19 has a zero percent fatality rate; the average person who died WITH covid also had diabetes,
obesity and more. Their fatality rates were the same with or without covid.
 2△ ▽

GrouchyMathGrad  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Joe Kosugi

People with obesity or diabetes make up a LARGE percentage of people over 50 in the US. If those
are their main comorbidities, they are not exactly at deaths door.

Lets not go counting people as almost good as dead unless they are over 80 or have a life
expectancy of 6 month or less.

COVID has killed quite a few people. Now, if they had gotten vitamin D prophylactically, and gotten
ivermectin and other treatments, it probably wouldn't have killed many at all.
△  ▽ 1

Joe Kosugi  • 23 days ago

• Reply •

> GrouchyMathGrad

Those comorbidities ARE a powerful indicator of being more likely to die. COVID is not. The
simple fact is that they most likely died due to those causes, obesity High blood pressure and
diabetes.
 1△ ▽

Jgunther  • 24 days ago

• Reply •

> Joseph Leslie

Did you know that some vaccines contain peanut oil...which lead scientists/doctors to understand that this
is the reason for the huge increase in peanut allergies?
Why is ONE adverse reaction ok?
△ ▽

John Stone   • 24 days ago

• Reply •

Mod > Jgunther

I recall many arguments in the past about this - I am not sure whether they do.
△ ▽

GrouchyMathGrad • 24 days ago

• Reply •

The safety standards for conventional vaccines were getting looser and looser, and were already way too little for
decades. The Hep B shot, given to infants on their first day of life for 30 years now, was only followed for 4 or 5
DAYS in trials. Few vaxxes have been tested against true placebos. The list of safety studies that aren't done listed
above... the followup that isn't done...

But of course the mRNA "vaccines" aren't vaccines in the conventional sense. They use lipid nanoparticles that get
into every organ of the body, including the brain and ovaries. They hijack ones own cells to manufacture these
spike proteins, which the body supposedly will manufacture antibodies to fight. That sounds like an autoimmune
disorder on the face of it. There are so many unknowns here, and so many ways things could go wrong, but
everything got waived through EVEN FASTER than normal vaccines. The fastest time a vaccine previously took to
get approved was what, about 5 years, and these got approved in around six months.

And yet...the smart people I know - and I went to CALTECH (and flunked out) - ALL say publicly that they took
these shots. I only know ONE person from apart from health freedom groups that is against these "vaxxes".
Unbelievable.
△ ▽

Robin K • 24 days ago

• Reply •

But while the CDC officially recommends all of us to get jabbed for eternity, as of April 12, there are nearly 400
employees at the CDC who have refused to get vaccinated. According to a report from the Epoch Times, 382
workers at the CDC are unvaccinated. Another nine have only had one dose of Pfizer or Moderna, meaning they’re
technically not “fully vaccinated.” These unvaxxed employees account for 3.2% of the CDC’s workforce.

Okay, one could argue that a 96.8% vaccination rate is pretty darn high–and sure it is–but this is the CDC we’re
talking about here. These people are (in theory) experts in the field and have access to more information than most
… so why doesn’t the CDC have 100% vaccination?
△ ▽

Voyt Regnal • 25 days ago

• Reply •

The best recent short interview with dr. Ryan Cole- How the Covid "Vaccines" Cause Cancer:
https://drtrozzi.org/2022/0...
△ ▽

Depswa • a month ago

• Reply •
https://www.organicconsumer... - Beware, the idiots minds are thinking of the next plan-demic.
△ ▽
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Children's Health Defense  is a 501(c)(3) non-pro!t organization. Its mission is to end childhood health
epidemics by working aggressively to eliminate harmful exposures, hold those responsible accountable,

and to establish safeguards to prevent future harm.
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Donations are tax deductible to the full extent of the law. EIN #26-0388604
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